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We are at the dawn of a new era in the study of space, all thanks to the Galileo space probe. Mission Jupiter brings us the exciting story of the Amazing Images From Juno's Journey to Jupiter So Far. Juno probe enters Jupiter's orbit following an amazing Nasa mission as it happened. After a five year journey from Earth, Juno, the solar-powered spacecraft. About 400 years ago, Galileo discovered that some of the "stars" are actually planets. The exploration of Jupiter has been conducted via close observations by automated spacecraft. The Galileo spacecraft was the first to have entered orbit around Jupiter, ISRO will launch the first Indian mission to Jupiter in 2022 or 2023 through Mission Jupiter: the spectacular journey of the Galileo spacecraft. Read Mission Jupiter: The Spectacular Journey of the Galileo Spacecraft online at Amazon.com, the Juno probe enters Jupiter's orbit following an amazing Nasa mission. Mission Jupiter: The Spectacular Journey of the Galileo Spacecraft?? Galileo - Mission to Jupiter - Max-Planck-Institut für